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SUMMARY OF STAFF PROPOSED REVISION OF 
OREGON ADMINISTRATIVE RULE CHAPTER 635 DIVISION 046 

  
Staff is proposing a comprehensive revision of the Oregon Administrative Rules governing 
Competitive Trials for Hunting Dogs (OAR 635-046 or Division 046) by including new Division 
rules for the use of wildlife when training a hunting dog or a raptor.  These proposed changes 
also require modifications to Divisions 043 and 050.  The full text of these revisions is included 
in Attachment 4.   
 
Staff proposal to revise Division 046 has three main objectives:  
• To clarify the current rules related to competitive trials;  
• To develop rules which clarify use of domestically-raised game birds to train hunting dogs or 

raptors; and;  
• To specify permit conditions for these activities to allow for effective implementation and 
enforcement.  
 

BACKGROUND 
 

Competitive hunting dog trials have been of interest to the Commission and the Department for 
many years.  In 1939 the Oregon Legislature gave the Oregon Fish and Game Commission the 
authority to regulate competitive hunting dog trials.  Specifically, the law stated, “Competitive 
field trials for hunting dogs, with or without the shooting or use of privately owned birds, may be 
held only in such months and under such rules and regulations as shall be prescribed by the 
state fish and game commission; provided, however, that no such trials shall be held between 
April 15 and September 1 of any year.”  In its current form, ORS 498.102 states, “Competitive 
field trials for hunting dogs may be held at such times and places and under such conditions as 
the State Fish and Wildlife Commission may prescribe by rule.”  The rules under which trials are 
currently regulated were adopted by the Commission in 1973 (OAR Chapter 635, Division 046). 
 
The training of hunting dogs, while using wildlife or without the use of wildlife has also been of 
interest for many years.  In 1941, the Oregon Game Code (Chapter 275 Oregon Laws, 1941) 
prohibited a person from releasing any species of wildlife, regardless of its origin, without first 
obtaining a permit from the Commission.  Specifically the law stated, “It shall be unlawful for 
any person to release within the state of Oregon any species of birds, animals, or fish brought 
from another state or country, or raised in captivity or in a domestic state in this state, without 
first having obtained a permit from the Oregon state game commission that the same may be 
done.”  In its current from, ORS 498.052 states, “No person shall release within this state any 
domestically raised wildlife or wildlife brought to this state from any place outside this state 
unless the person first obtains a permit therefore from the State Fish and Wildlife Commission.”  
Prior to the temporary rules which were adopted in January of 2011, if a person desired to release 
domestically-raised game birds to train a hunting dog they needed to receive a permit, in the 
form of written authorization, from the district wildlife biologist or wildlife area manager where 
the training was to occur.  Although persons could use this authorization to release game birds to 
train a hunting dog, there has never been a provision for someone to take (kill) those same birds 
during the course of the training activity outside of an authorized hunting season.  This 
authorization requires Commission action.  Prior to the temporary rules, the only time wildlife 
could be hunted or taken was during an authorized hunting season for the respective species, on a 
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private shooting preserve, during a permitted competitive hunting dog trial, or with some type of 
special permit such as a Scientific Taking Permit. 
 
Additionally, due to concerns about the harassment and incidental take of wildlife during time 
periods critical for reproduction of numerous wildlife species, the Commission adopted an OAR 
in 1967, which prohibited dog training or the running of dogs in certain areas during certain 
months.  Specifically, the rule stated, “No person shall permit a dog to run at large or train a 
dog in game bird nesting habitat during the months of April – June, except as authorized by the 
Commission.”  In 1970 the month of July was added to the closed period and the rule language 
has remained consistent since then.  In 1973 the Commission adopted a similar rule addressing 
dog training and wildlife harassment.  Specifically, this rule as amended in 1991 states, “For the 
purpose of this rule relating to dog training only, harassment means acts to frighten but not kill 
wildlife.  Dog training is not considered wildlife harassment except during the months of April – 
July or at anytime in unproductive wildlife habitat.”  In late January of 2011 this was amended 
by temporary rule to read, “For the purpose of this rule, relating to dog training only, 
harassment means acts to frighten but not kill wildlife.  Dog training is considered harassment 
during the months of April, May, June, and July unless it is conducted on unproductive wildlife 
habitat, on private lands, or on identified dog training areas that are owned or managed by a 
government agency.”   
 
While both of these rules have similar intent, their use of differing phrases (game bird nesting 
habitat and unproductive wildlife habitat) has caused confusion among the public, enforcement 
and Department staff.  Neither term is defined by rule so conceivably nearly all lands or waters 
of the state could fall under one of the classifications.  In the strictest sense any place a game bird 
can nest could be considered “game bird nesting habitat.”  Therefore a city park or a golf course 
with nesting Canada geese could be game bird nesting habitat and training a dog to retrieve a ball 
in this area during April – July would be unlawful.  It also means any person letting their dog run 
beyond their immediate control while in the forests or fields of Oregon during April – July is in 
direct violation of the wildlife harassment rule.  Similarly, very few habitats could be considered 
unproductive habitat for all wildlife species.  Even a parking lot with vegetated medians may 
have nesting Brewer’s blackbirds, potentially making the training of a dog in that location to be 
unlawful.   
 
The Department has been working towards drafting proposed rules for hunting dog training and 
reviewing the competitive hunting dog trail rules since at least 1993.  At that time, the 
Commission directed staff to address these rules as part of the wildlife area review process, 
which was then ongoing.  Over the course of the next year, staff developed draft rules with input 
from some dog training enthusiasts and field staff; however, these draft rules were never 
presented to the Commission.  Over the course of the next decade, related issues were revisited 
several times but no attempts were made at producing a revised draft.  In 2003-2004 and 2008, 
new drafts were produced and vetted with field staff but did not move forward to proposed rule 
making.  In early 2010, Department staff revisited the 2008 draft and, with a few revisions, 
released it for comment from field staff and some dog training enthusiasts in May 2010.   
 
Comments received from the public on this draft were extensive and generally focused around 
the same theme; “Why was the Department proposing to regulate dog training when they have 
never done so before?”  Further discussion made it clear to the Department that many dog 
trainers were unknowingly violating statute and rule by releasing game birds without a permit, 
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taking those same birds outside of authorized seasons, taking those birds without possessing a 
hunting license, and training dogs in game bird nesting habitat or productive wildlife habitat 
during  April – July.  Several individuals voiced concerns or questioned other issues including: 

• They did not feel that a hunting license and bird validations should be required to shoot 
domestically-raised game birds during training activities or during trials. 

• They contended the Department could not regulate how domestically-raised game birds 
are used. 

• They thought the game birds used to train dogs or during a competitive trial should be 
exempted from the waste statute. 

• They thought getting a release permit to train hunting dogs from each district at least 30 
days in advance of the training was too troublesome. 

• They questioned the Department’s authority to regulate dog training on private lands. 
• They felt requiring trainers to make sure birds used for training originated from a disease 

free facility or otherwise have their birds disease tested prior to release was unreasonable. 
• A few persons requested licensed falconers also be allowed to use domestically-raised 

game birds to train their falcons. 
 
After reviewing these comments, Department staff produced a new set of draft rules.  This draft 
differed markedly from the May draft, specifically: 

• The process to obtain a permit to train hunting dogs was changed from having to apply at 
least 30 days in advance in each wildlife district to a self-issuing permit which would be 
valid statewide. 

• A limit of three birds per dog being trained, per day was proposed.  The Department had 
concerns that moving to a self-issuing permit system with no limit to the number of birds 
released could lead to intentional abuse of the system.  Specifically, that persons would 
circumvent authorized hunting seasons or the private hunting preserve system by 
releasing large numbers of game birds for hunting purposes but calling it dog training to 
remain lawful. 

• The disease surveillance requirement was modified to mirror current Oregon Department 
of Agriculture requirements for the import of game birds and poultry from out of state. 

• Domestically-raised game birds released under the proposed permit would be defined as 
inedible. 

• The permit was expanded to include the ability for falconers to release domestically-
raised game birds to train their raptors. 

 
The new draft was released for public comment in November 2010 along with a background 
document that explained the need for the rules and how they would be applied.  Seven public 
meetings were held throughout the state during the latter part of November and early December.  
These meetings included a presentation of the draft rules and chance for public comment.  
Meetings were held in Springfield, Clackamas, La Grande, Bend, Klamath Falls, Central Point, 
and Boardman.  In all, about 160 members of the public attended and many individuals gave 
verbal and written comment.  Most, if not all of the people who attended the meetings were bird 
dog, hound dog, and falconry enthusiasts.  The Department also received numerous email and 
written comments before and after the meetings regarding the draft.  Although some individuals 
and organizations from the hunting dog training community were supportive of the new draft, 
many of the people and groups that commented were not.  Many in the dog training community 
felt the rules were new restrictions on the methods they were using to train their dogs, while the 
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Department felt the new rules were liberalizations to what was currently allowed.    While many 
concerns were voiced, there were three major concerns by the training community which were: 

• The limit on the number of birds released per dog, per day was too restrictive.  Some 
individuals suggested a slightly higher number and some thought any limit was 
unnecessary. 

• Proposed restriction to take only the legal daily limit of game birds during authorized 
seasons was too restrictive.  During pheasant hunting season trainers would be limited to 
taking only two rooster pheasants and they could not use hen pheasants, which according 
to many, was already common practice.  The same would apply to mallards during the 
season when only two hens could be taken. 

• Requirement of a hunting license and bird validations for anyone taking domestically-
raised game birds while training a dog or during a competitive trial.  Most of the 
comments on this issue were related to “official gunners” at field trials, many of whom 
are nonresidents.  This would require them to buy a nonresident hunting license and bird 
validation.   

 
At the same time the public meetings were being held, a group of hunting dog enthusiasts 
presented testimony to the Fish and Wildlife Commission concerning the process in which the 
draft rules had been developed by the Department.  Several members of the public requested the 
Department form a citizen advisory group representing the various dog and raptor training 
stakeholder groups to formulate draft rules.  This same request was voiced at several of the 
public meetings.  After the conclusion of the public meetings, the Department agreed to bring 
together an advisory group composed of various stakeholder groups to make recommendations 
that would guide the Department when producing a new draft of the rules. 
 

HUNTING DOG AND RAPTOR TRAINING ADVISORY GROUP 
 
In January 2011 invitations were sent to members of the public representing various interests 
such as pointing, retrieving and hound dog trainers, game bird propagators, private shooting 
preserves, falconers, and conservation and sportsman’s groups.  Please see attachment 5 for a 
roster of the advisory group’s membership.  The Department also chose to have a professional 
facilitator work with the group.  Using Portland State University’s Oregon Consensus Program, 
Mary Orton of The Mary Orton Company, LLC was selected to facilitate the process. 
 
A  Temporary Rule was adopted on January 27, 2011.  This Temporary Rule: 

• Lifted the ban on dogs running at large or dog training in game bird nesting habitat 
during April – July on private lands or identified dog training areas on public lands. 

• Changed the definition of wildlife harassment for dog training to consider all dog training 
during April – July to be wildlife harassment unless it was conducted on private lands, 
unproductive wildlife habitat on public land, or identified dog training areas on public 
lands. 

• Created a self-issuing permit that allowed the release of specific species of domestically-
raised game birds to train hunting dogs and raptors.  The permit would be valid statewide 
and during the duration of the temporary rule that was set to expire on July 25, 2011. 

• Allowed those domestically-raised game birds released under the specified permit to be 
taken (shot or killed by a raptor) during dog training activities on private lands and 
identified dog training areas on public lands with a valid hunting license. 
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The Advisory Group, now known as D-TAG, met initially on March 7, 2011for a total of seven 
weekly meetings through April 18, 2011.  Five meetings were held at Department headquarters, 
one meeting at Lane Community College in Eugene and one meeting at the East Bend Public 
Library in Bend.  During the first meeting the individuals in the group highlighted issues they 
felt needed to be addressed in subsequent meetings. 
 
The first major issue the group discussed was the definition of wildlife and the Department’s role 
in regulating domestically-raised wildlife, specifically game birds.   
 

1)  There were some members of the group who felt the Department did not or only recently 
(with the passage of ORS 496.004 (19) and the adoption of OAR Chapter 635, Division 
057) gained the authority to regulate domestically-raised wildlife.   

2) Others recommended the Department should add domestically-raised game birds to the 
list of exempt animals in OAR Chapter 635, Division 057, therefore removing any 
regulation over their use for dog training or any other purpose.   

3) Still others agreed with the Department’s position that they were indeed wildlife and had 
historically been considered wildlife.  The Department reaffirmed its position that 
domestically-raised game birds were wildlife and that it would not agree to an exemption 
from the definition of wildlife.  The group came to consensus on the idea that 
domestically-raised game birds are within the statutory definition of wildlife. 

 
The next major issue addressed was the need for a permit from the Department prior to the 
release of domestically-raised game birds for training hunting dogs or raptors.  The Department 
explained this requirement was statutory (ORS 498.052) and why it was important for the 
integrity for Oregon’s wildlife to remain in place.  The group did come to consensus that a 
self-issuing permit from the Department’s website would suffice as long as it was tied to an 
annual reporting requirement.  The group also came to consensus that permits for 
competitive trials should continue to be handled on a case-by-case basis through the local 
Department office in the Wildlife District where the trial is proposed to occur.  
 
Following this, the group began addressing other issues using the November draft as a guide.  
One of the first discussion points was the hunting license requirement for “official gunners” at 
field trials in order to shoot domestically-raised game birds.  The general license requirement is 
statutory (ORS 497.075).  Although this requirement has always applied to persons taking 
domestically-raised game birds, many dog trainers and competitive trialers were unaware of it.  
Some members of the Advisory Group may work with their legislative representatives to draft a 
bill that would create some form of a special license/permit to take domestically-raised game 
birds for dog training or trials during the 2013 legislative session.   
 
The marking of domestically-raised game birds was another major topic of consideration.  The 
group eventually came to consensus on a requirement which exempted all domestically-
raised upland game birds used during a competitive trial from the need for marking but 
required all upland birds, except bobwhite and Coturnix quail, to be marked by a 
permanent scar or with a band purchased from the Department when released for training 
activities.  Mallards would continue to be treated via federal regulation, which requires a 
permanent scar or a permanent seamless leg band. 
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The next issue to be discussed was the proposed limit on the number of birds to be released per 
hunting dog per day.  (The Department’s intention with this proposal was to make it less 
attractive for someone to “hunt” domestically-raised game birds under the guise of training a 
hunting dog.)  Through the 2010 public meeting process and discussion with the D-TAG it 
became apparent the limit of 3 birds per day was unworkable for the majority of hunting dog 
trainers.  The Department also felt that with any increase in the limit, the usefulness as a 
deterrent for hunting outside of a season instead of legitimate training was lost.  Therefore, the 
group came to consensus on a recommendation that the rule would not set a limit on the 
number of birds that could be released, but the release permit would contain strong 
language that required the birds released under the authority of the permit be taken solely 
for the purpose of training a hunting dog or a raptor.   
 
The discussion on release limits was followed by a discussion on the take of domestically-raised 
game birds for training hunting dogs and raptors.  In the November draft the Department had not 
proposed any specific limit on the number of birds that could be taken, except during an 
authorized season when persons would need to follow established bag limits.  However the 
previously proposed release limit would also limit take. Since the group had come to consensus 
that there would be no limit to the number of birds a person could release it also came to 
consensus there should be no limit on the number that could be taken.  The Department did 
propose that released birds must be taken on the same day they were released but several 
members of the group said this would impact their training activity.  After discussion the group 
came to consensus on a recommendation that domestically-raised game birds released 
under a release permit must be taken on the same day as released or within four days if the 
birds are being used in a multi-day training session.   
 
The group also discussed the practice of training hunting dogs on “wild born” upland game birds 
without taking those same birds, similar to pursuit seasons for furbearing mammals such as 
bobcats, raccoons, and foxes.  The group came to consensus on a recommendation to 
implement pursuit seasons for upland game birds and that the season should be September 
1 – January 31.  During this time if the season for a species were not open that species could be 
pursued to train hunting dogs but they could not be killed 
 
The last major issue related to dog training the group addressed was the April – July closures for 
dog training in certain habitats.  The group quickly came to consensus that on private lands 
there should be no seasonal or habitat restriction on the activity of dog training or the 
release of domestically-raised game birds for dog or raptor training.  However, the group 
spent considerable time discussing this issue as it related to public lands, including Department 
owned or managed lands.  The Department outlined it does not have the authority to restrict the 
training of dogs or raptors on lands which it does not own or manage but it does have the 
authority to regulate the use of wildlife when training a dog or raptor, regardless of where that 
use occurs.  The rules currently in place are intended to protect breeding and young wildlife from 
disturbance by dogs, whether while training dogs or while dogs are simply running at large.  If 
the Department were to restrict the use of wildlife to train dogs to protect breeding and young 
wildlife from disturbance it would only be regulating those persons using wildlife to train their 
dogs.  Breeding and young wildlife would still potentially be subjected to disturbance from dogs 
through other forms of dog training that do not involve wildlife or simply by dogs running at 
large.  However, any harassment of wildlife by a person, or by a dog that person has control over 
is still considered harassment by ORS 489.006 & 498.102, unless the activity is authorized by 
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the Department.  In light of the statute provisions which protect wildlife from harassment and the 
fact the Department does not regulate dog and raptor training but only dog and raptor training 
when using wildlife, the group came to consensus that the rule should not contain language 
limiting the time or place wildlife could be released to train hunting dogs or raptors, unless on 
Department owned or managed lands.  The group came to consensus that on Department 
owned or managed land the release and take of wildlife for hunting dog or raptor training 
should be prohibited, unless the release and take is specifically allowed by wildlife area rule 
and it occurs in an area designated for dog training.  The group also recommended the 
Department should place language in the purpose statement of the rule that specifically said the 
rules do not prevent landowners or managers from restricting dog or raptor training on lands 
under their control. 
 
The group also reviewed the rules for competitive hunting dog trials.    One change the group 
recommended was in the event the District Wildlife Biologist, or their designee, denied or placed 
conditions on a permit application, the District Watershed Manager for that area would need to 
review the decision.  Several other minor changes were recommended but the proposed rules for 
competitive trials are little changed from the current rules.  The group also developed a 
recommendation for requirements for possession of domestically raised game birds killed during 
the course of a competitive trial or the training of hunting dogs or raptors. 
 
At its final meeting the group came to consensus on all recommendations the Department should 
incorporate into draft rules for competitive hunting dog trials and for the use of wildlife when 
training hunting dogs or raptors.  Those recommendations fell into five categories that are 
represented in the attached proposed rule revisions.  The categories are: 

• The purpose of the rules 
• Definition of terms 
• General regulations which apply to both competitive trials for hunting dogs and the use of 

wildlife when training hunting dogs and raptors 
• Regulations specific to the use of wildlife for the training of hunting dogs and raptors 
• Regulations specific to competitive trials for hunting dogs. 
 


